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Your Brand Guidelines
The purpose of this document is to clarify
design standards for Renove Med Spa. Refer to
this document when questions arise regarding
colors, typeface and layout design dilemmas.
Brand consistency is something that many
people don’t consciously notice unless it’s not
there; in which case, they come away with the
impression that you don’t pay attention to the
details or a feeling that you are unprofessional.
Use this document internally. Share this
document with any communications vendors
that you work with. With everyone working
from the same set of brand guidelines, you can
ensure that brand consistency is maintained in
everything from brochures to billboards,
websites to TV ads.
Update these guidelines as needed.
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Brand Statement:
To rejuvenate each client’s natural beauty and skin health with
customized cosmetic skin care providing the best non-surgical procedures
available in a warm comfortable setting by caring professionals.
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Pillar Words
BellaDiamond

Honest

Photofacial

Bellafill

Insightful

PRP Injections

Bethany Beach

Juvederm

Radiesse

Botox

Kybella

Rehoboth Beach

Caring

Laser Hair Removal

Rejuvenate

Comfortable

Lewes

Revision

Conscientious

Lip Fillers

Renove Med Spa

Coolsculpting

Liquid Face Lift

Skin Care

Cosmetic

Massage

Skin Tag Removal

Day Spa

Micro-Laser Peel

Spider Vein Removal

Delaware

Micro-Needling

Supportive

Dr Michelle Parsons

Nail Services

Ultherapy Facial

Facials

Natural Beauty

VI Peel

Fraxel

Non-Surgical

Vitamin Testing

Glycolic Peel

Obagi

Warm

Guidance

PCA

Weight Loss Program
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Color Palette
Renove Med Spa’s color palette is
composed of bright, cheerful colors
with high-end French Caribbean
charm. They are natural and inviting,
instilling joy, beauty and good health
in the people who experience it. This
ties in perfectly with the atmosphere
of the business. While most colors are
bright and vibrant, the Midnight Black
completes and grounds the palette.

Sage Green

Remember, black and white are of
course part of our color palette as
well.

Midnight Black

It is permissible to adjust the
opacity of these colors when they are
over white, to achieve a muted variant
when the situation calls for it.

Pantone: 7496 C
CMYK: 56 30 100 11
RGB: 118 135 30
HEX: 76871e

Sunset Yellow
Pantone: 109 C
CMYK: 18 31 100 1
RGB: 211 169 42
HEX: d3a92a

Pantone: 532 C
CMYK: 81 73 55 68
RGB: 28 31 42
HEX: 1c1f2a

Sky Blue
Pantone: 5415 C
CMYK: 70 44 30 4
RGB: 89 125 149
HEX: 597d95

Sandy Taupe
Pantone: 451 C
CMYK: 70 44 30 4
RGB: 89 125 149
HEX: 597d95
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Logo Variants
There are four main versions of Renove Med Spa’s official logo. They are all equally
acceptable for use, though these guidelines contain suggestions for making a selection.
All logo variants can also be used in pure white if the are placed over a colored background.
This technique is called “reverse out.” Make sure that there is a high enough contrast that
the logo is easily read.

Horizontal (Standard)
This is likely to be the logo variant
that you use most commonly. It is
striking, but still conservative in its
use of space.
A logo should be designed to allow
for scalability. One could argue that
a “perfect” logo would be designed
as a square or circle, allowing it to
be used horizontally and vertically
equally well. But in a lot of scenarios,
designing a square logo isn’t feasible.
Moreover, sometimes a horizontal
logo is needed for one usage while a
vertical logo is needed for another.

Vertical (Stacked)
A bold logo variant! Best for when
you want to make a big impact and
have a lot of space in your design
layout.
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Word-mark Only
If you’re short on space, it is permissible
to drop the icon and use the word-mark
only.
It is also permissible to drop Michelle
Parsons, M.D. when necessary.

Icon Only
Typically for use in extremely small
locations such as social media icons
or website favicons. It may also be
used as a decorative element in
designs.
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Example Of Collateral
The below collateral is a sample to see what your chosen logo will look like on various
products. These are likely to be changed after multiple designs have been provided with
three rounds of revisions, but they give you an insight on how your logo would look in use.
We have also included some printer quotes as reference, design set up to be determine
based on number of designs.

Letterhead
8.5x11 Standard
100: $59.84
250: $74.80
500: $88.83

Envelope
#10 9.5x4.125 Standard
100: $39.00
250: $81.20
500: $95.74
416 Rehoboth Avenue
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971

Business Card
3.5x2 Two sided color
Matte finish standard
100: $18.03
250: $21.17
500: $21.87

www.renovemedspa.org | info@renovemedspa.org

Appointment
For: _______________

Time: ______________
Date: ______________

If you are unable to keep your appointment,
please contact us as soon as possible.
P: 302-227-1079 | F: 302-227-7080
info@renovemedspa.org | www.renovemedspa.org
416 Rehoboth Avenue, Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
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Selecting A Logo Variant
Renove Med Spa has several different logo
configurations, so it can look its best in a variety
of situations. Typically, you will want to choose
the logo that most closely matches the shape of
the space it will occupy.
For example, when dealing with a long, horizontal
space such as a pen, use the horizontal logo
configuration. For a small square space, such as
the icon on a social media profile, you may wish
to use the sun on its own.
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Logo Don’ts
Sometimes, it can be tempting to alter your
logo to fit into a particular space, such as
squeezing it into a small space or rearranging
elements of the logo. Please refrain from
altering the logo.
We recommend you not do the following:

Do not stretch or squeeze your logo.

Do not change the size or position of
the elements in the logo design.

Text text text text text text text
text text text text text text text
text text text text text text text
text text text text

Do not crowd your logo with text.
Give the logo space to breath.

Don’t attempt to recreate the logo or to alter it, such as by adding drop shadows, beveling
or other effects to it. Use the logo files as provided to ensure consistency across all
branded materials.
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Logo File Types and Usage
File Types

.eps
This file extension indicates that the file contains a vector image. A vector image is one created through mathematical formulas rather than memorization ased on a color pixel. This
means that no matter how big or small you need the image to be, a computer will be able to
use the geometry formulas stored in the eps file to create a perfect copy at the perfect size,
without the blurriness or distortion that accompanies increasing the size on other file types.
This file type is your go-to when you need a print ready version of your logo. For example, if
you wanted to print it on a billboard. .eps files cannot be used directly on the web, but they
can be used to generate other file types for your logo in web-safe formats.
.png
This is the preferred file type for images that will be used on the web. Unlike some other
web-safe file types, .png files can handle transparency. .pngs can also be used for print work
if they are large enough. You can scale a .png down, but trying to make a .png bigger will
result in fuzzy edges and distortion.
.jpg
Another excellent file type for the web, especially when dealing with large images. .jpgs
use a high rate of compression to make images download faster; however, this compression
is applied each time the file is saved, so as you make changes the file will slowly degrade.
Therefore, it is best to generate new .jpg sizes from a .eps file if available, rather than modifying an existing .jpg. .jpgs cannot handle transparency, so if you need your logo to appear
on something other than a white background, use a .png instead.

Variants

Transparent
This means the logo has been saved without a white background included in the file. Use
this variant when placing the logo on top of a colorful background or photo to avoid having
an ugly white box around the logo.
Reverse-out
A version of the logo that has had the colors removed, and is pure white. Usually, it has a
transparent background. If you wish to place the logo over a dark color, reverse-out is ideal.
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Headers and subheaders:

Centaur Bold Centaur Bold
Centaur is a serif typeface by book and typeface
designer Bruce Rogers, based on the
Renaissance-period printing of Nicolas Jenson
around 1470. He used it for his design of the
Oxford Lectern Bible. It was given widespread
release by the British branch of Monotype.

Rejuvenating Style
Typeface pairings are important.
When writing copy for publication or
promotion, be sure to stick with these
typefaces for brand consistency.
You are free to use whatever size
best suits your purpose, but the
default for body copy is 12pt in print
and 16px on the web.

Centaur is an elegant and quite slender design,
lighter on the page than Jenson’s work and most
other revivals, an effect possibly amplified in the
digital release compared to the metal type. It
has been popular in fine book printing and is
often used both for printing body text and
especially titles and headings. One of its most
notable uses has been in the designs of Penguin
Books, who have regularly used it for titling.
Body text: Gotham
Gotham is a family of widely used geometric
sans-serif digital typefaces designed by American
type designer Tobias Frere-Jones in 2000.
Gotham’s letterforms are inspired by a form of
architectural signage that achieved popularity
in the mid-twentieth century, and are especially
popular throughout New York City. Gotham has
a relatively broad design with a reasonably high
x-height and wide apertures.
Developed for professional use, Gotham is an
extremely large family, featuring four widths,
eight weights, and separate designs for
screen display.
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Headlines Are Initial Cap

Text Treatments
Titles

UPPERCASE TITLES ARE
OKAY

We use initial caps style for titles.
All uppercase titles are also acceptable on cover or title sheets, but
should not be used interchangeably
with initial caps.

This is standard mixed case

Med Spa
Is always two words unless being used
in the URL www.renovemedspa.org.

Phone Numbers

833-212-0202

When writing phone numbers, always
use dashes to seperate each section.
The area code must always be included.
Do not use parenthesis around the
area code.

(833) 212-0202
833.212.0202

Email and URL Addresses

info@renovemedspa.org

When writing out email addresses,
they should be written entirely in
lowercase.

info@RenoveMedSpa.org

Omit http:// or https:// at the beginning, but always include the www.
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Headband
Midnight Design and Promos has just
expanded our company and we are now
printing apparel and certain
promotional items in-house.
We have 3 Headband samples we
would like to share with you.

Imprint Method:

Embroidery, One Color Vinyl or
4 Color Process DTG
Imprint Run Charge: +$3.50 a piece
Digitizing Embroidery Charge: + $100 Set Up
Production Time: 1 - 12 business days

Quantity
Unimprinted
Printed Price
10		$3.00			$6.50
101		$2.90			$6.40
251		$2.75			$6.25

Velour Headband
100% cotton velour headband with
hook & loop closure. One size fits all.
Product Number: HB2000c

Waffle Headband

Quantity
Unimprinted
Printed Price
10		$2.00			$5.50
101		$2.00			$5.50
251		$1.75			$5.25

Our waffle headband is made of
67% cotton and 33% poly blend with
hook & loop closure. One size fits all.
Product Number: HB3000c

Microfiber Headband
Microfiber headband with hook & loop
closure. One size fits all.
Product Number: MHB3000c
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Aesthetic Evaluation
High-Tech

Traditional

Renove Med Spa has a treasure trove of high-tech medically-approved procedures for women and men who wish
to refresh and enhance their appearance without a lot of “down time” or risks and complications of surgery.
Professional

Casual

Renove Med Spa is the first medical spa in Rehoboth Beach, operating since 2006.
Mature

Youthful

Renove Med Spa is devoted to the study and perfection of techniques to counteract the effects of aging, which
she is able to accomplish while maintaining a natural look.
Urban

Country

Even though Renove Med Spa is located in downtown Rehoboth Beach they do not want a beachy look. ReNove
Med Spa combines a warm, comforting setting in a French West Indies themed décor, with the highest medical
quality there is to offer.
Bright

Muted

Renove Med Spa likes the muted sage green, taupe and blue colors they have painted on their walls.
High-End

Budget

Renove Med Spa keeps a budget in mind while offering high-end services.
For Everyone

Exclusive

All of our guests are welcomed as family. Primarily Renove Med Spa sees women between 40-60s, but they also
see teenagers, men in their 50s and anyone who has an issue which makes them feel bad about themselves.
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